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Abstract
This paper discusses chain ratio type estimator for estimation of population
mean in double sampling. The developed estimator uses two auxiliary variates associated with study variate in order to increases its efficiency. The
developed estimator has been compared with usual unbiased estimator and
other existing estimators. The expression for the bias and mean squared error
of the developed estimator is obtained under large sample approximation.
We have considered the natural population data set to examine the merits
of the developed estimator and carried out the empirical study in support of
theoretical findings. Numerical illustration shows that the proposed estimator
is more efficient.
Keywords: Auxiliary variate, study variate, double sampling, coefficient of
kurtosis, bias and MSE.

1 Introduction
It is well known fact that the auxiliary information can increase the efficiency
of the estimators of parameters of importance in survey sampling. Designs
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in which initially a sample of units is selected for obtaining auxiliary information only, and then a second sample is selected in which the variable of
interest is observed in addition to the auxiliary information. It is useful in
obtaining auxiliary variables for ratio estimation. In many practical situations,
information on population mean of auxiliary variate in not available. In such
situations double sampling procedure is quite efficient. For example, in a
survey to estimate the production of lime crop based on orchards under the
crop while the yield rate is determined from only a sub-sample of the orchards
selected for determining acreage.
Bose (1943) established sampling error in the method of double
sampling. Sukhatme (1962) dissussed ratio type estimators in two-phase
sampling. Srivastava (1970) A two phase sampling estimator in sample
surveys.
Chand (1975) envisaged chain ratio estimator for population mean using
ratio estimate for population mean of auxiliary variate using known population mean of another auxiliary variate. Rao (1975) discusses two phase ratio
estimator in finite population. Singh and Upadhyaya (1995) used coefficient
of variance of second auxiliary variate. In this paper a chain ratio in ratio
estimator is being developed using coefficient of kurtosis of second auxiliary variate instead of coefficient of variate used by Singh and Upadhyaya
(1995).
Kiregyera (1980) suggested chain ratio type estimator in finite population
double sampling using two auxiliary variables. Hidiroglou et al. (1998)
suggested use of auxiliary information for two-phase sampling. Hidiroglou
(2001) discussed double sampling. Singh and Vishwakarma (2007) proposed modified exponential ratio and product estimators for finite population
mean in double sampling. Tailor and Sharma (2009) suggested ratio-cumproduct estimator of finite population mean using known coefficient of
variation & coefficient of kurtosis.. Tailor and Sharma (2013) proposed ratiocum-product estimator of finite population mean in double sampling when
coefficient of variation & coefficient of kurtosis of auxiliary variable are
known. Malik and Tailor (2013) developed ratio type estimator of population
mean in double sampling. In double sampling procedure, first a large sample
is peaked to estimate population mean of auxiliary variate and then a subsample is peaked either from Ist sample (Case-I) or from the population
(Case-II).
Case-I: when the second phase sample of size n is a sub-sample of the first
sample of size n0 , and
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Case-II: when the second phase sample of size n is drawn independently of
the first-phase sample of size n0 ,see Bose (1943).
Let us consider a finite population P = {P1 , P2 , . . . , PN } of size N . let
y be the study variate and x and z are the auxiliary variates.
When population mean of auxiliary variate X̄ is not known, in double
sampling usual ratio estimator of population mean Ȳ is defined as
 0
x̄
d
ˆ
(1)
ȲR = ȳ
x̄
P 0
where x̄0 = n10 ni=1 xi is an unbiased estimator of population mean X̄ based
P
P
on the sample of size n0 and ȳ = n1 ni=1 yi and x̄ = n1 ni=1 xi are unbiased
P
1 PN
estimators of population means Ȳ = N1 N
i=1 yi and X̄ = N
i=1 xi
respectively.
Chand (1975) defined a chain ratio-type estimator for Ȳ in double
sampling as
 0 
x̄
Z̄
ˆ
ȲCR = ȳ
(2)
x̄
z̄ 0
P 0
P 0
where x̄0 = n10 ni=1 xi and z̄ 0 = n10 ni=1 zi are unbiased estimators of
population means X̄ and Z̄ based on sample size n0 .
Thus the mean squared error of the ȲˆRd and ȲˆCR up to the first degree of
approximation under case I and case II respectively which are given as
M SE(ȲˆRd )I = Ȳ 2 (f1 Cy2 + f3 Cx2 − 2f3 ρyx Cy Cx ),
M SE(ȲˆRd )II = Ȳ 2 (f1 Cy2 + f1 Cx2 + f2 Cx2 − 2f1 ρyx Cy Cx ),

(3)
(4)

M SE(ȲˆCR )I = Ȳ 2 (f1 Cy2 + f3 Cx2 − 2f3 ρyx Cy Cx + f2 Cz2
− 2f2 ρyz Cy Cz )

(5)

M SE(ȲˆCR )II = Ȳ 2 (f1 Cy2 + f2 Cx2 + f1 Cx2 + f2 Cz2
− 2f1 ρyx Cy Cx − 2f2 ρxz Cx Cz ).

(6)

It is well known under simple random sampling without replacement
variance of unbiased estimator is defined as
V (ȳ) = Ȳ 2 f1 Cy2 .

(7)
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2 Developed Estimator
Assuming that coefficient of kurtosis of second auxiliary variate i.e. β2 (Z)
is known, motivated by Chand (1975) and Singh and Upadhyaya (1995) our
developed estimator is defined as
 0

x̄
Z̄ + β2 (Z)
ˆ
ȲBC = ȳ
.
(8)
x̄
z̄ 0 + β2 (Z)
To obtain the Bias and mean squared error of the developed estimator
ˆ
ȲBC in case-I and case-II we write
ȳ = Ȳ (1 + e0 ),
z̄ = Z̄(1 + e2 )

x̄ = X̄(1 + e1 ),
and

x̄0 = X̄(1 + e01 ),

*

z̄ 0 =Z (1 + e02 )

such that
E(e0 ) = E(e1 ) = E(e01 ) = E(e2 ) = E(e02 ) = 0,






1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
02
E(e0 ) =
−
Cy , E(e1 ) =
−
Cx , E(e1 ) =
−
Cx2 ,
n N
n N
n0 N




1
1
1
1
E(e22 ) =
−
Cz2 , E(e0 e1 ) =
−
ρyx Cy Cx ,
n N
n N




1
1
1
1
0
E(e0 e1 ) =
−
ρyx Cy Cx , E(e0 e2 ) =
−
ρyz Cy Cz ,
n0 N
n N




1
1
1
1
0
0
E(e0 e2 ) =
−
ρyz Cy Cz , E(e1 e1 ) =
−
Cx2 ,
n0 N
n0 N




1
1
1
1
0
E(e1 e2 ) =
−
ρxz Cx Cz , E(e1 e2 ) =
−
ρxz Cx Cz and
n N
n0 N


1
1
0
E(e2 e2 ) =
−
Cz2
n0 N
Expressing ȲˆBC in terms of ei ’s we have
ȲˆBC = Ȳ (1 + e0 )(1 + e01 )(1 + e1 )−1 (1 + λe02 )−1 .

(9)

Now using the standard technique, the mean squared error of the developed estimator ȲˆBC up to the first degree of approximation under case-I and
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case-II are respectively obtained as
M SE(ȲˆBC )I = Ȳ 2 [Cy2 (f1 − 2f3 Kyx ) + Cx2 (f1 − f2 ) + λf2 Cz2 (λ − 2Kyz )],
(10)
and
M SE(ȲˆBC )II = Ȳ 2 [f1 Cy2 +f1 Cx2 +f2 Cx2 +λ2 f2 Cz2 −2f1 Kyx −2λf2 Kxz ].
(11)
where
Cy =

Sy
Cy
Sx
Sz
, Cx =
, Cz =
, Kyx = ρyx ,
Cx
Ȳ
X̄
Z̄

Cy
Cx
Z̄
, Kxz = ρxz , λ =
,
Cz
Cz
Z̄ + β2 (Z)




1
1
1
1
−
, f2 =
−
and f3 = f1 − f2
f1 =
n N
n0 N

Kyz = ρyz

3 Theoretical Comparisons of (ȲˆBC )I
This section provides the situations under which developed chain ratio type
estimator would have less mean squared error in comparison to alternative
considered estimators.
Comparisons of (3), (5), (10) and (7) exhibits that the developed estimator
ˆ
ȲBC under case-I (ȲˆBC )I would be higher efficient than other considered
estimators.
(i) It is observed from (7) and (10) that the developed estimator (Ȳˆ ) is
BC I

more efficient than the usual unbiased estimator ȳ if
[f1 Cx2 − f2 Cx2 + λ2 f2 Cz2 − 2f3 ρyx Cy Cx − 2λf2 ρyz Cy Cz ] < 0. (12)
(ii) It is observed from (3) and (10) that the developed estimator (ȲˆBC )I is
more efficient than the usual ratio estimator ȲˆRd if
[f1 Cx2 − f2 Cx2 − f3 Cx2 + λ2 f2 Cz2 − 2λf2 ρyz Cy Cz ] < 0.

(13)
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(iii) It is observed from (5) and (10) that the developed estimator (ȲˆBC )I is
more efficient than the chain ratio-type estimator ȲˆCR if
[f1 Cx2 − f2 Cx2 − f3 Cx2 − f2 Cz2 + λ2 f2 Cz2 − 2λf2 ρyz Cy Cz
+ 2f2 ρyz Cy Cz ] < 0.

(14)

4 Theoretical Comparisons of (ȲˆBC )II
Comparisons of (4), (6), (11) and (7) exhibits that the developed estimator
ȲˆBC under case-II (ȲˆBC )II would be higher efficient than other considered
estimators.
(i) It is observed from (7) and (11) that the developed estimator (Ȳˆ ) is
BC II

more efficient than the usual unbiased estimator ȳ if
[f1 Cx2 + f1 Cx2 + λ2 f2 Cz2 − 2f1 ρyx Cy Cx − 2λf2 ρxz Cx Cz ] < 0. (15)
(ii) It is observed from (4) and (10) that the developed estimator (ȲˆBC )II is
more efficient than the usual ratio estimator ȲˆRd if
[λ2 f2 Cz2 − 2λf2 ρxz Cx Cz ] < 0.

(16)

(iii) It is observed from (6) and (10) that the developed estimator (ȲˆBC )II is
more efficient than the chain ratio-type estimator ȲˆCR if
[f1 Cy2 + λ2 f2 Cz2 − f2 Cz2 − 2λf2 ρxz Cx Cz ] < 0.

(17)

5 Numerical Comparison
To show the superiority of the developed estimator ȲˆBC over simple mean
estimator ȳ, double sampling ratio estimator ȲˆRd and chain ratio-type estimator ȲˆCR , a natural population data set is given below:
Population [Source: Murthy 1967, p. 228]
z: Number of workers
y: Output and
x: Fixed capital
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N
n
n0
Ȳ
X̄
Z̄
Cy
Cx
Cz
ρyx
ρyz
ρxz
β2 (x)
β2 (z)
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10
2
4
1925.8
214.4
51.8
0.319
0.349
0.014
0.853
0.89
0.678
1.88
1.84

Table 1 MSE and PREs of ȳ, ȲˆRd , ȲˆCR and ȲˆBC under case-I and case-II with respect to ȳ
MSE
MSE
PRE
PRE
Estimators
(Case-I)
(Case-II) (Case-I) (Case-II)
ȳ
150960.6
100.00
87792.4
117650.1 171.951 128.313
ȲˆRd
ȲˆCR

83479.09

114073.3

180.836

132.336

ȲˆBC

83623.44

114192.4

182.524

133.198

6 Conclusion
Sections 3 and 4 are provide the conditions under which the developed
estimator ȲˆBC is more efficient than usual unbiased estimator ȳ, usual ratio
estimator ȲˆRd and chain ratio-type estimator ȲˆCR . Table 1 clearly shows that
the developed estimators ȲˆBC has maximum percent relative efficiency as
compared to other considered estimators under Case-I and Case-II.. Thus
larger gain in efficiency is noticed using developed estimator ȲˆBC over other
estimators. It is also observed that (ȲˆBC )I is giving better result as compare
to (ȲˆBC )II . Hence, developed estimator ȲˆBC may be recommended to use
in practice for estimating the population mean provided conditions given
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Sections 3 and 4 where coefficient of kurtosis of second auxiliary variate
is known.
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